Intrauniversity Dance Minor 2021-2022

The Intrauniversity Dance Minor is available to majors in all disciplines and is designed for students with previous dance training who wish to continue the pursuit of their interests within the context of their university studies. Students will study intermediate/advanced technique/theory, dance history/pedagogy, and the creative process of performance production as well as complete a dance practicum. This minor supports and enriches opportunities in music/music education, theatre arts choreography, public/private teaching professions, various professional performance opportunities, and sponsorship of drill team/cheerleader organizations.

The Intrauniversity Dance Minor requires 19-22 hours.

A. Required Courses:
   HP 1420 Human Anatomy (Departmental approval required)
   HP 3302 Pedagogy of Dance
   (Prerequisites: LF 1118 and LF 1148; or THEA 4298)
   HP 4301 Choreography
   (Prerequisites: LF 1118 and LF 1148)
   HP 4V79 Internship in Human Performance (may be taken for 3 or 4 hours)

B. Restricted Electives:
   Select two from the following:
   LF 1147 Beginning Jazz Dance
   LF 1117 Beginning Ballet
   LF 1130 Social Dance

C. Technique Courses:
   Choose one from each of the following areas:

   Area 1    THEA 2299 Jazz I (prerequisite: THEA 2298*)
               OR
               THEA 3297 Tap I (prerequisite: THEA 2298*)

   Area 2    LF 1148 Intermediate Jazz Dance
               OR
               THEA 4297 Jazz II (prerequisites: THEA 2298* & 2299*)

   Area 3    THEA 3298 Ballet II (prerequisite THEA 2298*)

*Theater Dept approval required prior to registering; Prerequisites may be waived due to prior experience.